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What is the ISO Bar Code World?
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

ISO is the International Organization for Standards
The name “ISO” is derived from the Greek 'isos', meaning equal,
thereby avoiding language conflicts
ISO has partnered with the IEC, the International Electrotechnical
Commission, forming a Joint Technical Committee, JTC1, for
standardization in the field of information technology
ISO/IEC JTC1 has 22 sub-committees including SC 31 for
Automatic Identification that includes three work groups
WG1 covers mostly bar code symbologies and print quality

A brief history of WG1
▪
▪

WG1 was established during the initial founding of SC 31 circa
1996
The first meeting was in Brussels on 4 to 6 February 1997 and
focused on the EAN/UPC symbology including removing
Version D, finalizing the names and adding a section on
transmitted data

A brief history of WG1
▪

▪

By 2001, WG1 had published standards for EAN/UPC, Code
128, Interleaved 2 of 5 and Code 39 as well as the 2D bar
codes PDF417, MaxiCode, Data Matrix and an upstart from
Japan called QR Code
This rapid progress was facilitated by existing standards
published by AIM Global and CEN TC 225 in Europe

A brief history of WG1
▪
▪

▪

By the late 2000s, WG1 had standards for Aztec Code, GS1
Composite Symbology, MicroPDF417 and GS1 Data Bar
In 2009, WG3 Bar Code Print Quality was merged into WG1
WG1 also published an international version of Symbology
Identifiers and acquired the OCR standards from SC 2

A brief history of WG1
▪
▪

▪

▪

The print quality standards comprise linear and 2D bar code
quality and the verifier conformance support standards
Linear print quality was derived from the ANSI X3.182 bar
code quality guideline while 2D print quality was developed in
SC 31 WG3 directly
DPM quality was added and was recently revised
The conformance standards define a test card design and a
process for helping insure verifier consistency

New bar code symbologies
▪
▪
▪
▪

Several bar code symbologies have been recently or are about
to be published
Han Xin Code efficiently encodes Chinese characters
DMRE and rMQR add rectangular 2D matrix code formats to
support marking requirements on long, thin objects
JAB Code allows efficient encoding of personal information
including biometrics in identity documents using color

Han Xin Code
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Developed around 2008 by AIM
China
Similar structure to QR Code
84 versions 23x23 to 189x189
modules
4 levels of error correction
Efficient encoding of Chinese
characters in the GB18030 set

DMRE
▪

▪

▪

Consists of 18 new rectangular format matrix
symbols based on Data Matrix including short
height, long symbols
Great market need in Healthcare, Electronics
and heavy manufacturing (e.g., DPM in
Automotive, Aerospace) industries
Scannable by all matrix symbology scanners
(after software implementation)

rMQR (Rectangular MicroQR)
▪
▪

Rectangular version of regular Micro QR Code using the same
decoding and error correction algorithm
Its limited height allows printing on rounded surfaces with more
data in the same space

JAB Code
▪
▪

▪
▪

Symbol uses four or eight colors to
increase data density
Contains one primary symbol and optionally
multiple secondary symbols that are
attached to form any desired overall shape
First color bar code symbology to be
standardized in WG1
Supports efficient encoding of personal
information including biometrics in identity
documents and consumer engagement

Making the print quality standards better
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

The linear and 2D symbol quality standards have remained
unchanged for many years
As adoption increased, so did occasional consistency issues
The linear quality standard modified a problematic parameter
The 2D quality standard is adding a new parameter and is
considering changing the aperture definition
The DPM quality standard added a new lighting configuration
All of them have adopted decimal (aka continuous) grading

Linear quality standard modified Defects
▪

A very small defect near an edge can be seen as a new
element pair, thereby causing Decode to fail

▪

These defects are very similar, but one is an A, the other an F

2D quality standard added a new parameter
▪
▪
▪

▪

The linear quality standard has always based bar width
control on the size of the measurement aperture
Using this same method with imagers on 2D symbols causes
unexpected problems when you have extreme print growth
Both symbols are difficult
to read or unreadable
Print growth to become
a graded parameter

DPM quality adds new lighting configuration
▪

▪

Automatic reading of dot peened symbols was not being
supported by available lighting methods, so a co-axial
lighting method was added
An algorithm to compensate
for the resulting trapezoidal
distortion was included

Decimal (aka continuous) grading
▪

Symbols on a grade boundary toggle back and forth, for
example, one measurement gives a C and the next a D

▪

Decimal grading “softens” the differences between
measurements leading to more consistent and stable grades

A few other odds and ends
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

There are a few other projects on the current WG1 agenda
OCR Quality
Symbology identifiers
ECI decoder interface
DPM survey of methods
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The future of bar code?
▪

▪

▪

Ultracode is a color symbology for mobile phone reading
that is highly resistive to “magenta fade”
Digital watermarking, aka DWCode®, is a color or black
and white symbol spread over an entire surface
incorporating massive redundancy that is generally
imperceptible to the casual observer
Digital watermarking can improve scanning performance,
be used for Track and Trace applications as well as for
authentication
DWCode® is a registered trademark of GS1

Ultracode color bar code symbology
▪
▪
▪

Ultracode is currently being developed by AIM with an eye to
possible ISO standardization
Does not identify colors, it classifies them
Uses colors in the finder pattern to compare with colors in the symbol

Digital watermarking, aka DWCode
▪
▪
▪

Watermarks can be molded into plastics for recycling
Fresh food containers can be serialized to a scanner but
invisible to the consumer
Watermarks can be woven into fabric using digital looms

Consider joining with us on WG1
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

You can join the ISO/IEC SC31 WG1 effort through your
National Body, e.g., ANSI in the US, DIN in Germany
Great career builder for young engineers and technologists
Get advanced knowledge of developing standards
Show customers that your company is a leader
Help support the health and growth of the bar code industry
Contact AIM for more information at info@aimglobal.org
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